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Abstract 
Functional decision theory (FDT) is a fairly new mode of decision theory and a normative 
viewpoint on how an agent should maximize expected utility. The current standard in deci-
sion theory and computer science is causal decision theory (CDT), largely seen as superior to 
the main alternative evidential decision theory (EDT). These theories prescribe three distinct 
methods for maximizing utility. We explore how FDT differs from CDT and EDT, and what 
implications it has on the behavior of FDT agents and humans. It has been shown in previous 
research how FDT can outperform CDT and EDT. We additionally show FDT performing 
well on more classical game theory problems and argue for its extension to human problems 
to show that its potential for superiority is robust. We also make FDT more concrete by dis-
playing it in an evolutionary environment, competing directly against other theories. All rele-
vant code can be found here: https://github.com/noahtopper/FDT-in-an-Evolutionary-Envi-
ronment. 
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1 - Introduction 
Here we will lay down the basics of what it means to maximize expected utility, why it is that 
different theories can disagree about how to do it, and what exactly makes FDT special and 
useful. Much of this work has been done in the paper introducing FDT: Functional Decision 
Theory: A New Theory of Instrumental Rationality (Soares and Yudkowsky 2018). But the 
explanations are included here for the sake of completeness, and also to explain the concepts 
in simple terms that will hopefully be readily understandable to the naive reader or the more 
classically-minded decision theorist. The reader who is already familiar with FDT may gain 
some new insights in this section, but may instead wish to simply skip on to the next. In fu-
ture sections, we will set up and use an evolutionary environment for FDT to compete against 
other decision theories. 
1.1 Basic Utility Theory 
In 1947, it was proven (Neumann and Morgenstern 1953) that any agent following a simple 
set of axioms has a utility function that describes their preferences and behaves so as to max-
imize the expected value of this function.  
These preferences are in regard to all possible outcomes. An agent might prefer an outcome 
in which they have more money, for example. Any particular event we are concerned about 
can be an outcome evaluated by the utility function. 
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The utility function is a function in the fairly straightforward mathematical sense: each out-
come maps to a single utility value. This represents how much the given agent values that 
outcome. Other possible outcomes may have lower, higher, or equal utility. 
In addition, this is a cardinal utility function. This means that the higher a utility value is, the 
stronger the preference, and that we can infer relatives strengths of preferences from these 
numbers. For example, “100 utility” has a consistent meaning. The difference between 0 utili-
ty and 100 utility has the same weight as the difference between 100 and 200. On this scale, a 
rational agent acts so as to maximize their own expected utility. 
There are four axioms that an agent must follow to have such a function, which are defined 
below. Here, ! , ! , and !  are different possible outcomes, and the symbol ≽ represents a pref-
erence order, so !  ≽ !  means that outcome !  is at least as good as ! , if not better, according 
to a particular agent’s preferences. It is also important to note that combinations of outcomes, 
like ! , represent mutually exclusive lotteries. That is, a probability !  of getting 
outcome !  and otherwise getting ! : always one and never both. 
• Completeness: For all possible outcomes !  and ! , either !  ≽ !  or !  ≽ ! . That is, either !  
is preferred to ! , !  is preferred to ! , or the agent is indifferent between the two, in which 
case both expressions are true. 
• Transitivity: If !  ≽ ! , and !  ≽ ! , then !  ≽ ! . That is, if !  is better than ! , and !  is better 
than ! , then !  must be better than ! . 
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• Independence: If !  ≽ ! , then for any probability ! , !  ≽ ! . 
That is, if !  is preferred to ! , then a mixing of !  and !  should be preferred to the same 
mixing of !  and ! , regardless of what !  is. 
• Continuity: If !  ≽ !  ≽ ! , then there exists a probability !  such that !  is 
equally as good as ! . That is, if !  is better than ! , and !  is worse than ! , some mixing of 
!  and !  must balance out to be just as good as ! . 
These axioms may seem sensible, but they also might not seem entirely beyond doubt. Mor-
genstern and von Neumann showed that any agent which does not follow these axioms would 
be willing to agree to a Dutch book, which is a series of bets that is a guaranteed loss. So if 
by “rational”, we mean an agent being able to achieve its preferences consistently, then no 
agent that does not follow these axioms can be rational. This will be a basic assumption mov-
ing forward. 
So what does it mean to maximize expected utility? First, what is expected utility? If an agent 
takes a bet that has a 0.5 probability of resulting in 100 utility and a 0.5 probability of 0 utili-
ty, then the expected utility is 0.5(100) + 0.5(0) = 50 utility.  
In general, we have: 
which says that the expected utility of an action a is the sum over all the possible outcomes of 
that action, weighted by their probabilities and utilities. !  is the probability that 
taking action !  will lead to the particular outcome ! , given some background information 
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EU(a |x) =
N
∑
i=1
P(a → oi | x) ⋅ U(oi),
and/or evidence ! , which could simply be the problem description. The !  should include all 
relevant factors, including all information about other players, so this covers decisions and 
games (problems involving other agents). U(! ) is then the utility of that outcome. 
Maximizing expected utility given background information  then means selecting an action  1
!  that leads to the highest result of this equation. The issue of how this relates to pure versus 
mixed strategies (i.e. randomly selecting between certain actions) will be handled in the next 
section. So we want the output of our decision process to be: 
where !  means selecting the argument that maximizes the function we have defined. 
Our overall parameters are a set of actions ! , a set of outcomes ! , some data/background in-
formation ! , and a utility function !  over the outcomes. Our tricky parameter is ! , corre-
sponding to the !  term. We need a probability distribution over how actions lead 
to outcomes. The different theories we wish to consider in this paper actually disagree about 
how such a !  should be defined or constructed, so we cannot simply take it as given. We 
must directly confront the issue of how to build such a !  from the information we have, ! . 
This issue is rooted in the problem of counterfactual reasoning. 
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 Different actions may be equally good. Assume we have some arbitrary rule for settling ties.1
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a * = argmax
a
N
∑
i=1
P(a → oi | x) ⋅ U(oi),
1.2 Counterfactual Reasoning 
Counterfactual reasoning is the act of imagining alternatives, considering what could have 
happened, rather than what did happen. Often, it particularly refers to the thought of “What 
would have happened if I had acted differently?” Extending this notion slightly, when making 
a decision right now, one must consider what would happen given each available choice, until 
settling on one choice that determines what actually will happen.  
These other actions considered, then, are essentially the same as counterfactuals: one must 
determine the consequences of actions that are never actually taken. !  is nothing but a de-
scription of what would happen given different actions, so it is built from these counterfactu-
als. In this section we will also try to make it clear that this reasoning is more than just analo-
gous to counterfactual reasoning, it really is the same thing. 
Counterfactual reasoning can clash with the idea of determinism, the notion that everything 
that occurs is fully determined by past events, making even the future itself already deter-
mined by the present. If our world is deterministic, then asking how things could have hap-
pened differently is somewhat confused, since things could not have happened differently. If 
we rewound a deterministic world and let it play forward again, everything would happen just 
the same. This is not to say that one’s actions do not have consequences, just that actions 
themselves may be determined. This is relevant because, regardless of how the world may be, 
a good decision process should be deterministic. 
To see why, imagine that we have found a way to actually specify and implement an algo-
rithm that maximizes expected utility, as described above. We will have designed a decision 
P
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algorithm (or process, function, etc.): a process which, when faithfully executed, takes in a 
description of a problem along with a set of observations, which together we may call ! , and 
outputs a decision or action, which we may call ! . This means iterating over all potential 
actions a, and choosing the action that maximizes ! .  
The important thing to note here is that if such a concrete process were given an identical 
problem at a different point in space or time, it would output the same result. This is the es-
sence of determinism: if we give the decision algorithm the same input, it will always pro-
duce the same output.  2
Two points of clarification are in order. First, one may object that many decision algorithms 
occasionally call for randomness. In many game theory problems, randomly selecting be-
tween actions, or mixing, is the optimal strategy. If two agents using precisely the same deci-
sion algorithm played a game against each other, and both decided to determine their actions 
based on the result of a coin flip, they could execute different actions even given the same 
game. Nonetheless, the choice to flip a coin was arrived at deterministically, and so this 
should always be the output of the decision algorithm. Our action set !  therefore includes 
both pure and mixed actions. 
Second, we also get randomness from Nature. When an agent takes an action, they are not 
entirely certain what the outcome will be, due to the unpredictably of Nature. But it is the 
x
a*
EU(a |x)
A
 We are assuming here that space and time are not directly relevant in the problem at hand, so one is not re2 -
warded by fiat for executing the decision algorithm at a certain place or time. So x only contains problem-rele-
vant data. It is also possible that the environment x is dependent on space and time. This is fine, we just assume 
that once we fully know x, space and time are irrelevant. If  we have all the same problem-relevant characteristics 
at a different place and time, we should get the same output from our decision process.
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outcomes here that are random, not the agent’s choices. !  accounts for both of these sources 
of randomness. Overall, when our agent takes an action, it may be a mixed action that proba-
bilistically leads to pure actions, while pure actions themselves probabilistically lead to cer-
tain outcomes. But none of this violates the assumption of a deterministic decision process. 
See Figure 1.2.1 for an example of what !  is doing. 
So even with mixing, an optimal decision algorithm should be deterministic. Earlier we 
claimed this clashes with counterfactual reasoning. Determinism tells us that, with the same 
input, our decision algorithm should always produce the same output. Counterfactual reason-
ing, however, requires that we consider taking alternative actions. To see the arising clash 
clearly, let us say that our agent is in a given problem described by ! . It happens to be the 
case that action !  from !  is the only optimal choice, and the agent will therefore choose that 
action (given that its decision function really is optimal). But of course the agent does not 
know that in advance, while it is still considering its choices. 
So the agent considers, “What would happen if I choose ! ?” What makes this a strange and 
difficult question is that we in fact know (on the outside) that !  is the only possible output 
P
P
x
b A
c
b
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Here, our optimal action !  happens to be a mixed action, ran-
domly leading to one of three pure actions, ! , ! , or ! . Indi-
vidually, each of these randomly leads to one of two outcomes. 
!  is taking in !  and performing these operations to get the 
probabilities of each outcome in the last column.
a*
a1 a2 a3
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Figure 1.2.1
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from the decision function on the given problem, since the function is optimal and determin-
istic. If we call this function ! , the agent is asking, “What would happen if f(x) = c?” when in 
fact f(x) = b. It is not actually possible that f(x) = c, and yet to analyze our options, we must 
consider it anyway. If we want to know the expected utility of !  and ! , the method we have 
defined necessitates first calculating the expected outcomes of taking actions !  and ! . In par-
ticular, we must determine the implications of f(x) = c. 
This also explains why counterfactual reasoning before and after a decision are not truly dif-
ferent. Afterward, the agent is asking, “What would have happened if, when I was in problem 
! , I had chosen ! ?” Beforehand, the agent is asking, “What will happen if, in this problem ! , I 
choose ! ?” Both of these are mathematically equivalent to asking “What if f(x) = c?”, and so 
there is no distinction between the two. 
This is counterfactual reasoning, because we are reasoning about things that are counter to 
the facts. When one considers “What if f(x) = c?” this is counter to the fact that f(x) = b. Be-
fore the choice is made, it may seem conceptually possible to the agent that f(x) = c, when in 
fact it is physically and logically impossible. Counterfactual reasoning is therefore a concep-
tual tool. It may be impossible that f(x) = c, but we hope it is possible to derive its implica-
tions anyway. In fact, what we infer from all this is that if our decision function is optimal, 
then it must be dealing with these questions somehow. 
One may say that what will happen if we take action !  is defined by ! , since it contains the 
consequences of taking every available action. This is true, but our task now is to determine 
how to construct ! . To take !  as given would be to ignore the problem at hand. !  describes 
f
b c
b c
x c x
c
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the outcomes of taking various actions, so this is where all the counterfactual reasoning oc-
curs in our formula. To build it, we need a reasonable way to move from our data !  to a !  that 
reflects sensible counterfactuals. 
Some may wish to brush aside talk of counterfactuals as overly philosophical, but it is hard to 
see how to construct a satisfactory !  without considering the problem. In fact, all that !  does 
is answer the question “What would happen if I take action ! ?”, alternatively written as 
“What would happen if f(x) = a?”, when in fact f(x) may equal something else. !  is therefore 
nothing but a collection of counterfactual statements. Constructing an adequate !  then must 
be how our optimal algorithm is doing what it does. 
To summarize, we suppose !  is optimal. Then if !  is also optimal, f(x) = b. This optimal algo-
rithm must calculate the expected utility of other actions, such as f(x) = c. This means the op-
timal algorithm must be considering counterfactuals. Finally, since !  contains all our counter-
factual statements, our optimal algorithm is dependent on constructing an adequate ! . 
What would it look like to solve this problem? If our agent imagines a world where it took 
action ! , this counterfactual world is obviously different from the real, factual world. Every-
thing in the real world led to action ! , therefore if action !  had been chosen, the world must 
have had different qualities to lead to this different outcome. 
What differences, exactly? That is the difficult question with different perspectives. Each of 
the three theories we consider essentially constructs a hypothetical (or counterfactual) world 
model x’. The first thing each theory does is take its current world model x and tack on the 
x P
P P
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given action it is considering taking, ! . Each theory then makes further modifications to this 
hypothetical world to accommodate the given action. Finally, each theory calculates in a 
straightforward manner what would occur in this hypothetical world. 
This is actually what !  is doing. To determine the consequences of action !  given back-
ground information x, !  builds a hypothetical world by combing x and !  in some manner, and 
calculating the consequences. Each theory, then, has different methods for constructing ! , 
which really means different methods for building hypothetical worlds.   
As a small preview, evidential decision theory makes large modifications to x, causal decision 
theory makes minimal modifications, and functional decision theory is somewhere in be-
tween. Bear in mind that as we describe each such process, we are also essentially defining !  
under that theory by laying out the operations that !  performs. 
The only way to make effective choices is to consider one’s options. To consider its options, 
each theory will imagine hypothetical worlds, different from the real world. These worlds 
will be conceptually possible, but perhaps not literally possible, and so they may clash with 
our intuitions. We could have philosophical squabbles over which of these theories makes the 
most metaphysical sense, or we could simply go for pragmatism. All of these theories are at-
tempts at maximizing expected utility, so whichever does this the most effectively ought to be 
the theory we go with, unless another theory later surpasses them all. So let us now concrete-
ly examine how these theories differ. 
a
P a
P a
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1.3 Introduction to EDT, CDT, and FDT 
All three of these theories prescribe different ways to deal with counterfactual reasoning in an 
attempt to maximize expected utility. They can also be seen a prescription for constructing  a 
decision algorithm, a set of step-by-step instructions that can be followed and executed to 
make decisions and solve problems. We could imagine it as an elaborate list of instructions 
that a human could follow to the letter, or we could theoretically design an agent, such as a 
computer program or artificial intelligence (AI), that has these instructions inbuilt. 
Evidential Decision Theory 
Evidential decision theory (EDT) is the simplest theory here. To determine the consequences 
of an action, it simply asks, “What would happen given that I take action ! ?” This means it 
treats !  as ! , which translates to “the probability that taking action !  
will lead to outcome !  is simply the probability that outcome !  occurs, given that I took ac-
tion ! .” This probably seems quite intuitive. The equation is then: 
EDT is treating counterfactuals as pure conditionalization, meaning it conditions on each 
possible action, taking it as given, and outputs the action that corresponds to the highest ex-
pected utility. This conditioning is where the term “evidential” comes from. Normally we put 
our pieces of evidence after the | symbol. EDT is treating its own actions as pieces of evi-
dence to update on. Thus it is also sometimes summarized by the question, “What choice 
would be the best news to hear I took?” 
a
P(a → oi | x) P(oi | x, a) a
oi oi
a
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EDT(x) = argmax
a
N
∑
i=1
P(oi | x, a) ⋅ U(oi) .
When EDT conditions on a particular action ! , it then updates its beliefs about everything 
that is statistically associated with ! . It had a given world model x, but of course with any 
new piece of information, x should be updated. EDT updates all values contained in x that are 
correlated with its action. This is also a description of how EDT constructs its hypothetical 
world. It forms x’ by first including !  in x, and then updating all associated values. This is its 
probabilisitic model. 
There are problems with updating all these values. Take the following example scenario. To-
bacco companies previously claimed that, in spite of the statistical link between smoking and 
cancer, we could not be certain that the link was causal rather than merely a correlation (Clive 
and Rowell 2004). For example, what if the reason cigarette smoking and cancer are correlat-
ed is because there exists a gene which makes smoking more addictive and also makes one 
more susceptible to cancer? 
Imagine that we live in the world where this is true and known to all. What ought one to do? 
If one enjoys smoking and it does not actually cause any negative side effects, it seems one 
would benefit from doing so. But from the point of view of EDT, given that the agent 
smokes, they are much more likely to develop cancer. Therefore when EDT imagines smok-
ing, it updates its probability of having the smoking gene and developing cancer. EDT then 
avoids smoking simply because it is correlated with bad outcomes. One might say EDT con-
fuses correlation with causation. 
This reasoning may even seem appealing to some readers. Bear in mind that this reasoning 
would just as easily tell one to avoid coffee just because some people are born with a gene 
a
a
a
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that makes them more likely to enjoy coffee and to develop cancer. One either has the gene or 
they do not. Either way, they only lose by avoiding the coffee or cigarettes now. 
When an EDT agent imagines taking a particular action, it imagines the whole world shifting 
to accommodate this action, potentially even the agent’s own gene profile. This is clearly 
physical nonsense, but more importantly, it does not work practically. It generally does not 
perform very well. In contrast, CDT and FDT both maintain that most of the world remains 
stable when they imagine making different choices. 
EDT is generally not very popular in the field of decision theory. Why would anyone want to 
use it? Mainly because it is simple. Determining causation is a difficult task, while identify-
ing correlations is rather easy. This is really just a pragmatic concern of actually building a 
system that maximizes expected utility. Perhaps it would be too difficult to build something 
that uses causal reasoning, or if we want to solve a simple problem, EDT might work well 
enough. 
For example, imagine we have a vacuum robot, operating on a grid, that has five possible ac-
tions: Up, Down, Left, Right, and Suck. We program the robot to believe that executing Suck 
sucks up the dirt in its current location with probability 1, Right leads to moving right with 
probability 1, etc. We make this robot’s goal to suck up all the dirt on the grid in as few 
moves as possible.  
If we give it no other knowledge, EDT works just fine. Given that it executes Right, it up-
dates its belief about its location, and nothing else. This is because its actions are only associ-
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ated with the relevant outcomes. We have no need for a complex causal model on such a sim-
ple problem. It is when we wish to develop complex reasoning and consider counterfactuals 
that it falls apart. 
Additionally, that are some more complex problems, such as Newcomb’s Problem which we 
will discuss later, that EDT seems to perform better on than a theory that incorporates causal 
reasoning. This is a reason that evidential decision theory and causal decision theory are 
sometimes seen as competing theories. 
Causal Decision Theory 
Causal decision theory (CDT) is a significant change from EDT. Its policy for dealing with 
counterfactuals is essentially a total inversion. It says that since the only thing the agent can 
control is its own actions, when imagining taking a particular action, they should imagine the 
entire world staying exactly fixed, with only the action varying, and of course the direct phys-
ical consequences of the new action. CDT therefore asks “What physical act of mine will 
cause the best outcome, assuming the rest of the world stays fixed?” There a few ways to 
write this out mathematically, but one is: 
which says we output the action that maximizes expected utility given that we ! . do(a)
!15
CDT(x) = argmax
a
N
∑
i=1
P(oi | x,do(a)) ⋅ U(oi),
What is this !  operator? It comes from computer scientist Judea Pearl’s work in the for-
malization of causal reasoning, for which he won the Turing Award. See Causality: Models, 
Reasoning, and Inference for more information. 
The !  operator means we first set our action to a particular value, just like before with 
EDT. But additionally, we “disconnect” our action from all its prior causes. So it is a two-step 
process. This means that if we take !  as given, we only update a subset of the values in 
our world model x that are correlated with ! . In particular, we do not update any of the causes 
of ! , we only update the effects of ! . This is how CDT constructs its hypothetical worlds. 
But how do we determine which of our variables are causes or effects of ! ? Pearl’s work in-
cludes methods for isolating causal relationships from statistical data. Starting with our 
knowledge x, we use these methods to construct a causal model of the data, which can then 
be utilized by the !  operator. This requires an x that is fairly rich in data. So we build !  
from ! . 
Causal models have a very elegant graphical representation, again from Pearl. Write every 
variable in the model as a node. Draw a directed edge between two nodes if the first exerts a 
causal influence on the second. These edges are weighted by the strength of the correlation. 
To !  means finding the node representing the value we wish to change, set it to ! , re-
move its incoming edges, and update all connected values. Consider the following graphs.  
do( ⋅ )
do( ⋅ )
do(a)
a
a a
a
do( ⋅ ) P
x
do(a) a
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Let this graph represent x in general. State holds our knowledge of the 
current environment, and the arrows represent our knowledge of the corre-
lations between our variables. The arrows between State and Action are 
bidirectional, since we know they are correlated, but x does not immediate-
ly tell us which direction the causal influence goes. Let us assume, howev-
er, than we can treat Outcome strictly as a result of the state and our ac-
tion.
Here is a possible x for the smoking problem and our given agent. The 
state  Gene is the probability that the agent has the smoking gene. The ac-
tion Smoke is the probability they will pick up smoking. The outcome is 
their Utility. From population data, 75% of smokers have the gene, 10% of 
non-smokers have the gene, 80% of those with the gene develop cancer, 
and 20% of those without the gene develop cancer. Cancer results in -100 
utility for the agent, and smoking results in +5 utility. We could have Can-
cer as an intermediary node between Gene and Utility, but we capture the 
Our agent is deciding for the first time whether or not to start smoking. We 
consider smoking and not smoking, and compare the expected utilities. 
Under EDT, we first take it as given that we smoke, setting Smoke = 1. 
We update the value of each variable connected to Smoke. Utility increas-
es by 5, and our probability of having the gene becomes 0.75. The proba-
bility of getting cancer due to having the gene is 0.75 x 0.8 = 0.6. The 
probability of getting cancer due to not having the gene is 0.25 x 0.2 = 
0.05. Together there is a 0.65 probability of getting cancer, resulting in -65 
expected utility, for a net expected utility of -60. 
We then consider not smoking, Smoke = 0. Our probability of having the 
gene becomes 0.1. The probability of getting cancer due to having the 
gene is 0.1 x 0.8 = 0.08. The probability of getting cancer due to not hav-
ing the gene is 0.9 x 0.2 = 0.18. Together there is a 0.26 probability of get-
ting cancer, resulting in -26 expected utility. 
According to EDT, not smoking is the clear choice. But EDT has made an 
error, believing that smoking somehow retroactively changes its own 
genes. They are correlated, but Smoke exerts no causal influence on Gene.
Figure 1.3.1
Figure 1.3.2
Figure 1.3.3
State Action
Outcome
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This seems like an improvement, and indeed it is. EDT’s hypotheticals are strange because 
they imagine significant changes in the world resulting from actions with no causal connec-
tion to the altered variables, and it turns out this leads to problems. CDT avoids these prob-
lems, but its hypotheticals are strange in their own right. 
When CDT constructs a hypothetical world, it disconnects its actions from all possible inputs. 
This is rather strange, because one's actions do depend on many things. This can lead to prob-
lems of its own. The classic example in this area is Newcomb’s Problem (Nozick 1969). 
In Newcomb’s Problem, an agent is faced with two boxes. There is a transparent box clearly 
containing $1,000 and an opaque box that is known to either contain $1,000,000 or $0. The 
agent may either take both boxes, or just the opaque box. The catch is that the boxes were 
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For CDT, we have this modified version of x, a causal model. The directed 
arrows represent directions of causal influence. The agent’s genes causally 
influence their chances of developing cancer and their chances of choos-
ing to smoke. Smoking, however, has no causal influence on one’s genes. 
We otherwise assume the same relationships among the variables and 
population data as before.
Under CDT, we first consider smoking, taking do(Smoke = 1) as given. 
This operator first deletes the edge from Gene to Smoke. This prevents 
any alterations to Smoke from affecting Gene. Then we set Smoke = 1. 
This increases Utility by 5. 
We then consider not smoking, taking do(Smoke = 0) as given. Utility is 
unaffected. In both these cases, our probability of having the gene and de-
veloping cancer remains stable. According to CDT, smoking is obviously 
superior.
Figure 1.3.4
Figure 1.3.5
Gene Smoke
U
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Gene Smoke
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filled by a reliable predictor who has been correct on 99% of previous games. The predictor 
analyzed the agent in advance, perhaps with a brain scanner, and placed the $1,000,000 inside 
the opaque box if and only if it predicted that the agent would only take the opaque box. 
What should our agent do? Take both (two-box) or just the opaque box (one-box)? 
Causally speaking, the prediction has already been made, and the opaque box is now sitting 
there, either full or empty. Nothing the agent does now can change the current state of the 
box. Whether it is full or empty, two-boxing is obviously superior. 
Yet, if our agent reliably reasons in this manner, the predictor will likely be able to determine 
this in its analysis. So our agent will typically end up with only $1,000. If our agent settled on 
one-boxing, the predictor should know this as well, and our agent would typically end up 
with $1,000,000. 
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Figure 1.3.6 Here is a causal graph of the setup we have described. The agent’s 
Disposition influences which Action they will take (one-box or two-
box). This simply means that the way the agent reasons determines 
their action. Their Disposition also influences what Prediction will 
be made by the predictor. Together, these two values determine the 
Outcome, the sum of money the agent ends up with. Formally, Dis-
position could take on values from the space of all possible decision 
functions, and Prediction is some probability !  that the predictor an-
ticipates the agent two-boxing. Disposition and Prediction together 
sum up the state of the game.
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Since CDT certainly two-boxes, and the predictor has a 99% chance of anticipating this, let !  
= 0.99 Then CDT’s expected value on this problem is 0.99($1,000) + 0.01($1,001,000) = 
$11,000. But EDT reliably one-boxes on this problem. It reasons “Given that I one-box, I ex-
pect there to be $1,000,000 inside the opaque box with probability 0.99. Given that I two-
box, I expect $0 to be in the opaque box with probability 0.99. So I will one-box.” With 
probability 0.99, the predictor knows that EDT will one-box, so let !  = 0.01. EDT’s expected 
value on this problem is then 0.01(0) + 0.99($1,000,000) = $990,000. 
CDT is clearly beat out by EDT on this problem. Why does this occur? When CDT discon-
nects its Action from its Disposition, it is treating its own action as though it were totally in-
dependent of all causal influence, because it allows no causal inputs into its Action node 
whatsoever. This leads to Prediction being held fixed. To sum up CDT’s particular failure 
mode here, CDT assumes its actions are independent all of predictions made about it. 
p
p
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Figure 1.3.7 To determine the best choice, CDT severs the connection between its 
Disposition and its Action. Then it tries setting Action equal to “One-
Box” then “Two-Box” to see which leads to a better result. We can see 
that Prediction remains fixed. Prediction is some value ! , the esti-
mated probability that the predictor will anticipate the agent two-box-
ing. The expected value of one-boxing is then ! ($0) + (1- ! )
($1,000,000) and the expected value of two-boxing is ! ($1,000) + (1-
! )($1,001,000). Regardless of ! , two-boxing seems superior.
p
p p
p
p p
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A CDT agent has some beliefs in x about how its opponent will model it. It holds all these 
guesses fixed as it imagines taking various actions.  It therefore behaves as if its actions are 3
totally independent from any predictions made about it. If this predictive modeling is being 
done accurately, the agent will quickly be outwitted. 
In general, CDT has no way to represent the fact that some decision functions are correlated 
with its own. The predictor’s decision is correlated with CDT’s decision, for example. If an-
other decision function reliably produces outputs correlated to CDT’s outputs, but neither ex-
erts a direct causal influence on the other, CDT will always assume that the outputs of the 
two functions are independent. This problem can potentially extend to any game in which 
opponents model each other at all! 
CDT seems to be such a sensible policy! Why does it go wrong? One simple answer is that 
CDT has no model of its own decision function in its causal map of the problem. How can it 
tell that some actions are the outputs of correlated decision functions if it never bothers repre-
senting decision functions in its model at all? All actions are represented as sourceless, so a 
decision function has no place in its model. It has no way to tell that it is making these errors, 
because it cannot represent the fact that different actions are dependent on the same decision 
function. 
 In game theory, this is the assumption when searching for a Nash equilibrium: hold the opponent’s action fixed 3
as one considers their own choices. This is why CDT is the formal framework of  most of  modern decision theo-
ry.
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Functional Decision Theory 
It seems that EDT changes its world model too drastically when considering hypotheticals, 
while CDT holds it too fixed. Functional decision theory (FDT) is an attempt to find an opti-
mal middle ground. Could we possibly find some set of variables in our world model x which 
we update in x’ that leads to truly optimal behavior? FDT claims it can. Let us see how. 
First, FDT is an attempt to incorporate the idea of embedded agency into decision theory. 
Embedded agency means that an agent is not separate from the environment it is acting in, 
but is instead part of the environment itself. Our agent wants to choose the best possible ac-
tion, but whatever action it chooses is just another fact about the environment. In a CDT 
agent’s causal model, the agent itself is “outside” the environment. All of its inner-workings 
and decision processes are not represented in the model, as if the agent and the environment 
were two entirely separate things. We call agents like this dualistic. This is not how an FDT 
agent models its environment. In FDT’s model, the agent’s own decision process is placed 
directly in the causal model, and the agent reasons accordingly. 
To do this, FDT starts with its information x and builds a causal model out of it, just like CDT 
does. Additionally, its model must represent the fact that some variables are dependent on the 
decision procedures of agents, and that some decision procedures are correlated. So we again 
need a richer x than before. The biggest open problem in FDT is that we currently have no 
method for detecting such dependencies from raw data. We can still deal with simple prob-
lems where the EDT, CDT, and FDT models are straightforward, but progress in this area 
could be quite useful. 
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The equation for FDT is 
which says we output the action that maximizes expected utility given that we 
! . 
This has a similar meaning to before, but now we have a variable in our model that represents 
our agent’s own decision function. We call it FDT(x), and it represents the outcome of our 
decision function on the given problem. We are treating it as a variable because we do not yet 
know what its value will be. 
While before we might have set Smoke equal to ! , now we set FDT(x) equal to ! , and calcu-
late all the downstream consequences, similar to before. That is, in our new world model x’, 
we set FDT(x) to a hypothetical value, and update the values of all the variables that are logi-
cally dependent on the outcome of our decision function. 
What do we mean by “logically dependent”? This term essentially stands in for what we said 
before, that some variables are dependent on agent’s decision procedures, and that some deci-
sion procedures are correlated. So we update our beliefs about the outputs of decision func-
tions correlated with our own, and we update our beliefs about variables that these decision 
functions control. Graphically, we can see what this modified process looks like below. 
do(FDT (x) = a)
a a
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FDT(x) = argmax
a
N
∑
i=1
P(oi | x,do(FDT(x) = a)) ⋅ U(oi),
 This may not seem any better than CDT, since the agent’s action is still severed from the state 
of the problem. This is not quite true, however. The agent’s action is dependent on its deci-
sion function, which itself takes the whole state of the problem as its input.  
Why can this not happen under the other frameworks? Under EDT, actions are not special 
variables: they are dependent on simple correlations between the other state variables. Under 
CDT, actions are quite special, in that they are treated as not dependent on any other state 
variables: they are the result of intervention from outside the model. Under FDT, actions are 
also special, in that they are the only variables that are dependent on decision functions. FDT 
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Figure 1.3.8
We have a causal model similar to before. We augment it by noting 
that the agent’s choice of whether or not to smoke is influenced by its 
decision function. The decision function itself is taking the whole 
structure of the problem !  as its input. The other relationships remain 
the same as before. 
x
When considering an action, FDT intervenes at FDT(x), rather than 
Smoke. If S stands for the act of smoking, we consider it by taking 
do(FDT(x) = S) as given. Under FDT, when we do this, we remove all 
incoming edges from our action node except for FDT(x). That is, we 
treat the decision function as the sole cause of the action. 
FDT iterates over each possible output of the decision function (here S 
and ¬S). All descendants of FDT(x) are then updated. Here, Smoke is 
the only connected variable. So do(FDT(x) = S) simply sets Smoke = 
1 and do(FDT(x) = ¬S) sets Smoke = 0. The result, then, is exactly the 
same here as under CDT. 
Figure 1.3.9
Gene Smoke
U
FDT (x)
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is the only framework that includes such dependencies, and it is therefore the only one that 
can model actions being dependent on the whole structure of the problem. 
Also, in the example above, since Smoke is the only variable that is dependent on FDT(x), 
intervening at FDT(x) produces the same result as simply intervening at Smoke. This is true 
in general: if only one variable depends on the agent’s decision function, the agent’s action, 
then FDT behaves just like CDT. The key difference is that if multiple variables are depen-
dent on the outcome of the agent’s decision function, FDT will update the values of all these 
variables in its hypothetical world model. For an example, let us return to Newcomb’s Prob-
lem. 
Since FDT models the fact that actions depend on decision functions, it can also model when 
multiple variables are dependent on the same decision function. In this case, it realizes that its 
action and the predictor’s prediction both depend on its decision function, and it achieves bet-
ter results from this understanding. We will see further examples in the next section. 
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Figure 1.3.10 Under the lens of FDT, we replace Disposition with FDT(x). While 
before we intervened at Action, we now intervene at FDT(x). The 
agent’s Action is dependent on the output of its decision function, but 
so is the predictor’s Prediction, because the predictor analyzes how 
the agent makes decisions to come up with its prediction.  
Setting FDT(x) = “Two-Box" sets Action = “Two-Box” with proba-
bility 1, but it also sets Prediction = 0.99. That is, there will be a 0.99 
chance that the predictor anticipates the agent two-boxing. This re-
sults in an expected value of $11,000, as calculated before. 
Setting FDT(x) = “One-Box” sets Action = “One-Box” with proba-
bility 1, and sets Prediction = 0.01. This results in an expected value 
of $990,000. So FDT one-boxes.
FDT (x)
Prediction Action
Outcome
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FDT therefore succeeds on both of our example problems, unlike EDT and CDT. While one 
might have been tempted to categorize EDT’s success as an edge case where irrational behav-
ior leads to a beneficial outcome, FDT is a principled way to achieve success in both prob-
lems and seems to work well in general. CDT’s failure relative to FDT therefore cannot be as 
easily dismissed. 
Like the other theories, FDT’s hypotheticals are rather strange. Similar to EDT, it is possible 
for the values of some already observed variables to change drastically in FDT’s hypothetical 
world model. FDT still claims it holds the optimal middle ground because it does this far less 
than EDT does, and because it only makes changes that seem logically necessary by the con-
straints of determinism: deterministic functions must have the same outputs on the same 
problems. 
We could argue that this is the most sensible way to imagine counterfactuals. Its counterfac-
tual reasoning will begin to look rather unintuitive on some problems, however, so the real 
question is, does it work? The answer appears to be yes, so let us go over the advantages it 
gives us. 
1.4 Qualities of FDT 
“Twin” Dilemmas 
As previously noted, FDT’s alternate perspective is only relevant compared to CDT when 
multiple variables in the given problem are dependent upon the same decision function. This 
is most clearly seen when two agents in a problem use precisely the same decision function.  
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These agents are then “twins” or “copies” of each other. We also imagine that this fact is 
common knowledge between the participants. Adding this assumption to the most basic of 
games can produce interesting results. Take the classic Prisoner’s Dilemma as an example. 
CDT always prescribes defecting in this scenario. The problem with that is, if both agents are 
using the same decision algorithm being implemented on the same problem, the agents must 
output the same results. If the first agent’s reasoning led it to cooperate, its twin's reasoning 
would necessarily do the same, and both agents would receive 7 utility instead of 4. When the 
agent imagines itself cooperating while its opponent still defects, it is not imagining a gen-
uine possibility. 
CDT’s graph does not model the fact that both agents’ actions depend on the same decision 
function. Even if it did, the given agent would sever and ignore any such connection in the 
process of making a choice, as it does with all such causal inputs. This means that even if a 
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Here is an example of a Prisoner’s Dilemma in the classical, CDT 
framework. The payoff matrix shows two agents facing off against 
each other. If both agents choose to cooperate with the other (C), 
they receive 7 utility. If both choose to defect against the other (D), 
they receive 4 utility. If one defects while the other cooperates, the 
defector receives 10 utility and the cooperator receives 1. 
The CDT process prescribes iterating over each potential action 
while holding the opponent’s action fixed, and selecting the one 
that results in the highest-utility outcome. We can capture this with 
a causal digram as well. The utility received depends upon the ac-
tions of both agents. The given agent intervenes at its own action 
node A1 while leaving A2 fixed. Doing so here reveals that, regard-
less of the opponent’s action, defecting is the better choice.
Figure 1.4.1
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CDT agent were truly in a scenario competing against a copy of itself, it would be incapable 
of leveraging that information. 
Let us reanalyze the problem under the lens of FDT. 
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Figure 1.4.3
Figure 1.4.2 Under FDT, given that the two agents are “twins”, we represent this 
fact by modeling the actions of both agents as dependent on the same 
decision function, FDT(x). 
When the given FDT agent acts, it intervenes at FDT(x). It first tries 
taking do(FDT(x) = C) as given. Here we imagine that the values of 
A1 and A2 are determined by FDT(x) with probability 1. So they are 
both set to C, resulting in 7 utility for each agent. 
The FDT procedure then tries taking do(FDT(x) = D) as given. A1 
and A2 are both set to D, resulting in 4 utility for each agent. Two 
FDT twins in a Prisoner’s Dilemma therefore cooperate and outper-
form two CDT twins.
A1 A2
FDT (x)
U
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Even if CDT attempted to model the fact that both agents are depen-
dent on the same decision function, when the agent intervenes at A1, it 
severs all incoming connections. It then leaves A2 fixed as normal as 
it iterates over possible values of A1.
 Two agents being perfect twins may seem to be a very unrealistic assumption. One response 
to this objection is that in the realm of AI, it might not be so unrealistic after all. If optimal 
agents are ever actually built and implemented in a computer system, it could be easy to gen-
erate duplicates run on other computers. Indeed, if there is only one way to make a truly op-
timal agent, then if we speak at all of optimal agents competing against each other, one might 
think the agents really ought to be twins. 
Another response would be that this logic extends beyond perfect twins. If two agents merely 
have similar decision functions, that is a relevant fact that FDT can capture but CDT cannot. 
For example, in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, if two agent’s decisions are 80% correlated rather 
than 100%, taking do(FDT(x) = C) as given sets one’s own action to C with probability 1, 
and the opponent's action to C with probability 0.8 and D with probability 0.2. With the utili-
ties above, cooperating is still optimal. 
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Figure 1.4.4
If an FDT agent is in a Prisoner’s Dilemma against an agent that 
does not share its decision function, such as a CDT agent, it stops 
cooperating. As one can see in the graph, the FDT procedure inter-
venes at FDT(x), setting it equal to C and D, while holding its oppo-
nents action fixed. This is just the same as what CDT does, so here 
FDT defects.
A1 A2
FDT (x) CDT (x)
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FDT then cooperates only if the correlation with its opponent genuinely exists and is strong 
enough to make cooperating have higher expected utility. Otherwise, it defects. In that sense, 
it seems to strictly dominate CDT in the Prisoner’s Dilemma. 
Predictive Dilemmas 
In twin dilemmas, variables are logically dependent on the same decision function because 
two agents are using similar decision functions. However, there is another possible source of 
logical dependencies among variables. We saw it before in Newcomb’s Problem. If one agent 
makes a decision based on the decision function of another agent, the two agents’ actions will 
be correlated, even though the agents are not using the same decision functions at all.  
The predictor in Newcomb’s Problem is not necessarily using the same decision function as 
the agent, but it makes its prediction based on its analysis of the agent’s decision function. 
The agent’s decision function is an input into the predictor’s decision function. That is why 
the agent’s action and the predictor’s predictions are correlated. 
This forms a general class of predictive dilemmas, in which at one agent is able to predict the 
behavior of another through some sort of direct access to the other agent’s decision function. 
We have already seen Newcomb’s Problem as an example, but let us see another. In Parfit’s 
Hitchhiker (1986), the given agent is stranded in the desert and may die without help, a risk 
the agent values at -$1,000,000. A man drives by and offers to help for a reward. The agent 
has no money on hand, so the driver asks for a $1,000 reward when they get back to town. 
The agent may promise this reward, but nothings binds them to it once they reach town. The 
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driver does, however, have a decent ability to detect lies: 70%, say. If he thinks the agent is 
lying when they promise the reward, he will leave them in the desert rather than waste his 
time for nothing. What should the agent do if they get to town? 
This is quite similar to Newcomb’s Problem. The driver is acting as the predictor. If the dri-
ver predicts that the agent is willing to give up $1,000, they provide the agent with a 
$1,000,000 benefit. If the driver thinks the agent will try to take the free ride and keep the 
reward, the driver leaves the agent with only its $1,000. The only significant difference is that 
the agent gets to see the driver’s prediction before it makes its final choice. 
 
CDT always refuses to pay. The only unfortunate thing about this is, while the agent is in the 
desert, it knows it will reason this way when it reaches town. If the agent promises the driver 
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Figure 1.4.5
Figure 1.4.6
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We have a graph similar to Newcomb’s Problem, where the action is 
Pay, the probability that the agent will pay upon reaching town, and 
the state is Driver, the probability that the driver anticipates the agent 
paying. Since the agent gets to see the driver’s prediction, we allow 
for the possibility that Driver influences Pay. The agent’s Disposition 
influences their final choice and the prediction of the driver.
Under CDT, we intervene at the action node Pay, severing all incom-
ing connections. The agent considers paying and not paying, while 
leaving the driver’s prediction Drive fixed. Paying would then simply 
result in losing $1,000 and changing nothing else, so the agent refuses 
to pay.  
Disposition
Driver Pay
Outcome
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they will pay, the driver will likely see this as a lie and leave the agent behind. The better the 
predictor is, the more likely the agent is to be left for dead, but since CDT behaves as if its 
actions are independent of all predictions made about itself, it has no way to capture this fact. 
The agent’s expected value on this problem is 0.7(-$1,000,000) + 0.3($0) = -$700,000. 
This reasoning seems to work and achieves higher expected utility than CDT’s reasoning. But 
the reasoning may seem strange when one starts to track the counterfactuals. When our FDT 
agent gets to town, it thinks “If I pay, I lose $1,000. But if I do not pay, I likely would have 
been left in the desert, which is worse than losing $1,000, so I will pay.”  
How could a choice made now retroactively change the past? Remember that counterfactual 
reasoning is just a conceptual tool and may not always make literal sense. The CDT agent’s 
counterfactual reasoning says that its actions can vary while all predictions being made about 
it stay fixed, even if the predictor has direct access to the decision process the CDT agent is 
using. This also does not make literal sense, so the only question is, which mode of reasoning 
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Figure 1.4.7
FDT (x)
Driver Pay
Outcome
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FDT models its decision function as determining its own action, as 
well as the prediction of the driver. When the driver sizes up the 
agent and searches for lies, he is seeing into the agent in some sense, 
seeing a piece of how the agent makes its choices.  
Under FDT, we intervene at FDT(x), but sever all other incoming 
edges from the relevant action node. Taking do(FDT(x) = "Pay”) as 
given, then Pay = 1 and Driver = 0.7, an expected value of 0.7(-
$1,000) + 0.3(-$1,000,000) = -$300,700 for paying. 
Taking do(FDT(x) = “Refuse”) as given, then Pay = 0 and Driver = 
0.3, an expected value of 0.7(-$1,000,000) + 0.3($0) = -$700,000 for 
not paying. FDT therefore pays, and outperforms CDT. 
leads to higher expected utility? And the answer is FDT, because it is left in the desert much 
less often. 
This seems significant, because it is common in game theory for opponents to model each 
other. If these models are accurate enough to actually capture some of an agent’s decision 
function, a CDT agent victim will not be able to take this into account.  
This may seem far afield from standard game theory reasoning, so let us see if we can look at 
it from a more classical viewpoint. In many ways, attempting to model another individual 
agent’s decision function is very similar to trying to judge them based on their reputation.  
Reputation is a common idea in game theory applied to games that are played repeatedly be-
tween the same opponents, or if one happens to know how their opponent played in previous 
games against others. This assumes we have an imperfect idea of how our opponent makes 
their decisions, and we use their past behavior to infer their future behavior. Every action they 
take reveals a bit more about their decision-making process. 
One of the interesting implications of this is that it often leads to agents foregoing a potential 
gain in one round of a game in order to build up their reputation and receive more future ben-
efits. This is often seen in the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma. It is classically seen as irrational 
to cooperate in the Prisoner’s Dilemma. But what if cooperating now can build up one's repu-
tation so that others will be more willing to cooperate in the future? While defecting in this 
round would lead to more immediate gains, one can forgo these gains for an increase in fu-
ture benefits. Defecting now has a reputational cost, and will make one appear less trustwor-
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thy in the future. Sustained cooperation can be attained in classical game theory on these 
grounds. 
Opponents trying to model each other is very akin to this. It is an attempt to judge the oppo-
nent’s “reputation”, but potentially without knowledge of their past behavior. Instead, one has 
some limited access to their decision process right now. Unless the opponent is 100% 
opaque, then one will always have some access like this, some ability to judge what they will 
do in this round of the game. In classical game theory, your action in this round can only ever 
affect your future reputation. But under this new lens, if an agent is transparent to any degree, 
then their planned action this round can affect their reputation now. 
So while classically one would only every cooperate now to try to receive more cooperation 
in the future, under FDT, it is possible to see that choosing to cooperate now will affect the 
decisions of opponents on this very round. So choosing to defect, even in a one-off game, can 
potentially have an instantaneous reputational cost, a reputational cost that is not long-term, 
but instead makes the opponent trust one less on this very round. The fact that our CDT agent 
is willing to betray the driver in town has a reputational cost back in the desert, because it 
makes the driver less willing to help the agent. 
Costless Commitment 
Another common idea in game theory is that of commitment. Notice that when our CDT 
agent is stranded in the desert, it may very well wish that it could make a binding promise to 
pay the driver in town, because this would convince the driver to take them. The problem 
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arises because the promise cannot be enforced, and so the CDT agent knows it will break it. 
If it had a way to visibly commit itself to the action of paying later, it would do so. 
It may seem strange that an agent could do better by having fewer options. If an agent is ra-
tional, surely having more options would always be better? The agent can always simply ig-
nore the bad ones. But this is not how CDT works. This is even more concerning when one 
considers that, in realistic terms, committing to some course of action must come with a cost. 
It is difficult to commit, or else it would not even be a problem. One must tie their hands, 
stake their livelihood on this choice, whatever they have to do to stay committed. So a CDT 
agent must pay a penalty just to give itself fewer options if it wishes to achieve more utility. 
Notice that an FDT agent does not have these issues. The problem with the CDT agent is that 
it knows it would choose not to pay once it reached town, and so a commitment is necessary 
to override this fact and removes its ability for choice. An FDT agent, on the other hand, 
freely chooses to pay, and so requires no commitment to do so. This is similar to the Iterated 
Prisoner’s Dilemma, where an agent does not need to commit itself to cooperating, it simply 
sees that it will achieve higher utility in the long-run. Likewise, an FDT agent does not need 
to commit itself to paying up, because it honestly believes paying achieves the highest ex-
pected utility. 
In general, if an FDT agent is facing an accurate predictor, it considers its decision process to 
be as transparent as a public commitment. When considering potential outputs of its decision 
function, the agent then outputs the exact same decisions as it would like to have pre-commit-
ted to, and it does so at no extra cost and without needing an opportunity to commit in ad-
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vance of the game beginning. In reality, this is a matter of degree. The more predictive power 
the opponent has, the more effectively FDT can implement costless commitment. 
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2 - Evolutionary Environment 
In evolutionary game theory, to test how effective different strategies are in a game, an artifi-
cial environment is constructed. A large population of agents is created in a mathematical or 
computerized simulation. Different groups of agents follow different strategies. Agents are 
randomly paired off many times to face each other in the game, and their average utility 
earned is saved over time. After a while, high-performing agents reproduce, and low-per-
forming agents die off. Over time, we analyze which strategy seems to dominate the popula-
tion. We will do something similar here. The interested reader can learn more about these 
methods from Game Theory Evolving: A Problem-Centered Introduction to Modeling Strate-
gic Interaction. 
2.1 Competitors 
Due to EDT’s problems and unpopularity, the main competitors in this environment will be 
FDT agents and CDT agents. Most evolutionary environments consist of various agents who 
follow different pure- or mixed-strategies,  also known as having different types, rather than 
representing a general decision algorithm. But our agents are still following a fixed strategy, 
defined by their utility-maximizing equation. It is simply a more elaborate strategy. We still 
use simpler agents on occasion, who do follow simple strategies, depending on the game. 
We will have a large population, and we will randomly pair agents together to face off in a 
game. So we will see CDT vs. CDT, FDT vs. CDT, and FDT vs. FDT. This process will be 
repeated many times, and agents will then be added and removed from the population in pro-
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portion to how much utility they earned in their games, and we will see which agents domi-
nate the population over time. We will apply this analysis to various games.  
We hope this will dissolve some philosophical questions of what it means to be rational. FDT 
agents often freely choose to perform actions that are seen as subgame imperfect. This means 
they choose actions that have no apparent present incentive, such as paying up in Parfit’s 
Hitchhiker or one-boxing in Newcomb’s Problem.  
Proponents argue that being the kind of agent who is willing to pay is beneficial, because one 
is then less likely to end up in disadvantageous scenarios in the first place. Others disagree, 
and would question what sense it makes to minimize the probability that you end up in a bad 
scenario once you are already in it. An evolutionary environment has the potential to demon-
strate the FDT proponents’ argument: if agents who are willing to pay spread over time, this 
directly shows the advantage we are discussing. 
2.2 Transparency 
This environment will be partially-observable and deterministic. This means our agents will 
not be able to fully observe everything about their opponent. They do not have full knowl-
edge of how their opponent will make their choices, but they will have a chance to analyze 
each other and receive imperfect information. Determinism we have already covered, but it 
simply means that all of our agents’ decisions are following a set process, whatever it may be. 
Classical evolutionary environments, as we said, are often filled with agents of many types. 
In some setups, agents are able to discover each other’s types with limited ability, such as the 
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Trust in Networks problem (Herbert 2009). This is essentially how we will model our agents 
trying to predict each other. The signal will imperfectly identify either the opponent’s type or 
the opponent’s final action, as is appropriate to the particular game at hand. 
So we assume that our participants are not perfectly opaque. They give away something of 
their plans to the readily observant. This is again very similar to Parfit’s Hitchhiker. The dri-
ver has some ability to see what the agent’s planned future decision is. He does not necessari-
ly know how they will make that choice. In Newcomb’s Problem, we usually imagine that the 
predictor is able to analyze the agent’s decision function in detail. We allow for both of these 
possibilities. 
Herein lies the important differences between CDT and FDT once again. A CDT agent al-
ways assumes that its actions are independent of any predictions made about itself. The op-
ponent’s prediction occurs before the agent’s action, so how could their action causally affect 
the prediction made about their current behavior? A CDT agent imagines that the opponent 
selects some prediction from a random distribution, and once this is set in stone, the agent 
may act however they like with no implications on the prediction made about itself. 
An FDT agent assumes quite the opposite. The prediction being made is based on the oppo-
nent sizing the agent up, analyzing them, and predicting what they will do on this round. If 
the opponent can predict the agent’s final decision with 70% accuracy, then when the agent 
imagines taking different actions, they counterfactually imagine a different prediction being 
made. Which of these lines of reasoning leads to higher expected utility? This we will see. 
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That covers the case of predictive games: with probability ! , one agent can predict the other 
agent’s action and take that into account. In the case of twin games, !  could instead represent 
the probability that each agent outputs the same action as their opponent, if they are in the 
same set up. This !  represents how similar the two “twin” agents really are. Or, if the agents 
are exact twins, !  could represent how certain the agents are of this fact, or the twins could 
both be executing a mixed strategy at the fixed rate of ! . 
2.3 Realism 
How realistic is this environment that we have constructed? Is this just a fanciful idea, or is it 
grounded in reality? In classical game theory, it is generally assumed that one cannot extract 
any extra information about an opponent beyond just knowing their preferences, and perhaps 
their past behavior. But when trying to bring this reasoning into the real world, it seems clear 
that if our agents are human, they may be able to see each other. When a person knows their 
opponent’s preferences but is still uncertain what their behavior will be, being able to see 
them may give away a good deal of information. Do they look nervous? Confident? Neutral? 
We argue that there are very good reasons to believe that humans really do exist in something 
like the environment we have described. If we did not, there would be nothing to the game of 
poker beyond studying the cards. Trying to predict an opponent’s behavior from their face or 
mannerisms would be useless if we did not assume that humans inherently let something of 
their plans and decision process show on their face. 
p
p
p
p
p
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Some biologists and anthropologists believe that this was a key driver in the evolution of hu-
man intelligence: the ability to detect and conceal lies from others, to build up a theory of 
mind to outwit competitors. This is referred to as the Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis 
(de Waal 1982). Humans are semi-transparent. Their intentions are partially visible to others. 
People can simply appear less trustworthy, even without reputational knowledge, and it is 
evolutionarily ingrained in us to recognize certain behaviors as suspicious, such as aggressive 
or fidgety body language.  
One way to get around this is to actually be trustworthy, which may be why such social 
norms have evolved in humans. One could say that commitment to a certain amount of trust-
worthiness has evolved into humans, and now this is simply the way we reason. We do not 
always need to take some action to commit ourselves to behaving trustworthy. Instead, norms 
such as honor are simply inherent in how we make choices, or ingrained by culture, and 
something like the evolutionary environment we have described may be responsible for this. 
We hope at least that it does not appear to be a ridiculous notion. 
Moving away from humans, we consider our other previously-mentioned agent type: artifi-
cial intelligence. An AI could one day possess a fully-described and fully-general decision 
algorithm for problem solving, specified in computer code. If two such agents faced off in a 
game, and they had some limited ability to access each other’s source code, this would make 
our evolutionary environment more than plausible. The agents would have a concrete way to 
predict their opponents. They can analyze the code, run simulations, etc. In the extreme, full 
access to an opponent’s entire decision algorithm could lead to perfect predictive power, right 
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here in the real world. We would like to be able to outline an agent robust enough to handle 
this possibility. 
2.4 Repopulation Mechanics 
For any particular game, we will start off with a large population of agents (say 10,000). We 
may initially evenly split this population between the agents we are using, although we can 
experiment with the initial conditions to see what happens. We randomly pair agents from 
this population to face-off in the game for a number of rounds (say 100). We track the utilities 
they earn during this time. 
To repopulate, we set a certain birth/death rate (say 1%). We then randomly select 1% of 
agents to copy/reproduce, weighted by their earned utility.  We randomly select 1% of the 4
agents to kill off, inversely weighted by their earned utility. We thereby randomly eliminate 
low-utility agents and spread high-utility agents. We also have a smaller mutation rate (say 
0.1%). We uniformly randomly select 0.1% of the agents in the population and set their type 
to a uniformly random type. We can repeat this for many generations, dependent on the game. 
The specific parameters in each problem are chosen to be just large enough to settle on a 
clear winner. We track how the populations rates change over time given different initial con-
ditions, testing the behavior of the agents in the game. 
 All utility values will be positive to make this process simple.4
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3 - Evolutionary Games 
We consider three games in the manner previously described. All relevant code can be found 
here: shorturl.at/ty678. 
3.1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma 
We will start with a simple and specific case of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and gradually gener-
alize it. Take a Prisoner’s Dilemma with the following payoffs: 
We have a large population of players ranging over three types: Defectors, who defect no 
matter what, Cooperators, who cooperate no matter what, and FDT agents, whose strategy we 
will cover. We will initially assume an equal proportion of each agent (i.e. each type makes 
up 1/3 of the population), and we will randomly select pairs of agents from this population 
and have them play in a one-off Prisoner’s Dilemma. 
Despite the simplicity of Defectors, we can model them as CDT agents. A CDT agent always 
defects in a one-off Prisoner’s Dilemma, regardless of their opponent’s strategy or type. So 
we can imagine that the Defectors run the full CDT graphical algorithm to determine their 
choice; it just so happens to always settle on defection, the prescription of classical game the-
ory. Cooperators are here largely to demonstrate that FDT agents do not simply cooperate 
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with any agent who is “friendly”, and to help contrast FDT from the simplicity of the Coop-
erator. 
Our agents will have a chance to analyze each other before they choose their actions. Agents 
receive a signal !  from their opponent which estimates their opponent’s type. This signal is 
accurate with a probability greater than chance. We will for now say it is accurate with prob-
ability !  = 0.9. Type 1 (S = 1) will correspond to Defectors, type 2 (S = 2) will correspond to 
Cooperators, and type 3 (S = 3) will correspond to FDT agents. 
That is to say, a Defector (or any other type) sends a signal identifying themselves as a De-
fector with probability 0.9. The rest of the probability mass is allocated equally among the 
other options, so a Defector has a 0.05 probability of sending a Cooperator or FDT signal. 
Let us analyze what will occur in the first generation of agents. Our Cooperators are quite 
simple and make no use of the signal. Interestingly, the same is true for our CDT agents. Al-
though they are aware of the signal, their action cannot causally affect a previously sent sig-
nal, and they defect regardless of their opponent’s type. So we only really need to analyze 
how this signal affects the FDT agents’ strategy. Let us go over all the signals FDT might get 
and what each would mean, from the perspective of said agent. 
If !  = 3, this signals that the opponent is another FDT agent. To figure out exactly how likely 
this is to actually be the case, we must take into account the base rate of FDT agents in the 
population, as well as the strength of the signal, and use Bayes’ rule to calculate the posterior 
probability.  
S
p
S
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We use the odds form of Bayes’ rule. The odds for an agent’s type are represented by a three-
dimensional vector. The first entry is proportional to the probability mass assigned to the 
agent being type 1, and so on. To calculate the odds after making an observation, we multiply 
the prior odds ratio by the likelihood ratio of the observation. The likelihood ratio is another 
three-dimensional vector, where the first entry is proportional to the probability mass as-
signed to making the given observation if the agent is of type 1, and so on. 
Initially, all agents are equally common, so the prior odds on the opponent’s type are (1 : 1 : 
1). The likelihood ratio of getting the signal !  = 3 is (5 : 5 : 90). Multiplied together, the odds 
ratio for the agent’s type is (5 : 5 : 90). 
Converting these odds into probabilities gives us P(Type = 3|S = 3) = 0.9, and a probability of 
0.05 for each other type. Since the base rates start off equal, our probabilities come directly 
from the signal, but this will not be true in general as the population shifts. If FDT agents 
were very rare in the population, then even given this signal, we may conclude that the oppo-
nent is likely of a different type. 
If the opponent is an FDT agent, they are very likely to make the same decision as the given 
agent. In fact, if they received the same signal, we assume that they will definitely make the 
same decision. When FDT receives “S = 3” as an input, it must always produce the same out-
put, assuming the given population rates are also the same. Upon receiving a signal of type 3, 
we will consider the expected utility of setting FDT(S = 3) equal to cooperation, followed by 
defection, and settle on whichever has higher expected utility, calculated like so: 
S
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This equation should be read as follows. The expected utility of setting FDT(S = 3) equal to 
cooperate is equal to a 5% chance of accidentally meeting a Defector and receiving 1 utility, 
plus a 5% chance of meeting a Cooperator and receiving 7 utility, plus a 90% chance of meet-
ing another FDT agent. This FDT opponent has a 90% chance of receiving the proper signal 
that the given agent is FDT, in which case we receive whatever utility occurs when the agent 
cooperates and the opponent execute FDT(S = 3). There is a 5% chance that the FDT oppo-
nent incorrectly receives the signal that the agent is a Cooperator, and a 5% chance that they 
are a Defector. In those cases, we receive whatever utility occurs when the agent cooperates 
and the opponent executes either FDT(S = 2) or FDT(S = 1), respectively. 
Given that we are setting FDT(S = 3) equal to cooperate, we can plug that value into the 
equation. U(C, FDT(S = 3)) then becomes U(C, C), which is 7. If we also collect the con-
stants, the equation simplifies to: 
We repeat this exercise with Defection. The initial equation is: 
This time, we plug in D for FDT(S= 3). U(D, FDT(S = 3)) becomes U(D, D), which is 4. 
Collecting constants, we have: 
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EU(FDT (S = 3) = C) = 0.05(1) + 0.05(7) + 0.9 ⋅ (0.9 ⋅ U(C, FDT (S = 3))
+0.05 ⋅ U(C, FDT (S = 2)) + 0.05 ⋅ U(C, FDT (S = 1))) .
EU(FDT (S = 3) = C) = 6.07 + 0.045(U(C, FDT (S = 2)) + U(C, FDT (S = 1))) .
EU(FDT (S = 3) = D) = 0.05(4) + 0.05(10) + 0.9 ⋅ (0.9 ⋅ U(D, FDT (S = 3))
+0.05 ⋅ U(D, FDT (S = 2)) + 0.05 ⋅ U(D, FDT (S = 1))) .
EU(FDT (S = 3) = D) = 3.94 + 0.045(U(D, FDT (S = 2)) + U(D, FDT (S = 1))) .
If we try plugging in all possible combinations of values for FDT(S = 2) and FDT(S = 1), we 
will see that, regardless of what we choose, EU(FDT(S = 3) = C) >  EU(FDT(S = 3) = D). 
That is, the expected utility of FDT cooperating given the signal S = 3 is always greater than 
the expected utility of defecting, given the numbers we have used in this setup. Therefore, 
we output FDT(S = 3) = C. 
This process can be repeated for the cases of S = 2 and S = 1. Since the prior population base 
rates were all equal, and !  is the same for each type of agent, the probabilities will be sym-
metric. For example, if S = 2, the probability of the opponent being a Cooperator is 0.9, and 
the probability is 0.05 for FDT and Defector. The setup is very similar, and it turns out that 
FDT will defect in both cases, S = 2 and S = 1.  
This is intuitively obvious. If the opponent will always defect or always cooperate, the agent 
always stands to gain by defecting. Graphically speaking, we would say that the agent’s and 
opponent’s decision functions are not logically dependent, unlike the case of FDT vs. FDT. If 
the agent is 90% sure that this is the case, then given our chosen utilities, it will defect. The 
math bears all this out, but we omit it since it is so similar to the previous process, and pro-
duces unsurprising results. 
Let us now have our agents go head to head. What is the expected utility of being an FDT 
agent on a particular round in the first generation of this game? If we label the description of 
the scenario ! , then: 
p
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This equation should be read as follows. There is a 1/3 chance the agent runs into a Defector. 
In this case, the agent has a 90% chance of recognizing the opponent as such, plus a 5% 
chance of mistakenly identifying them as a Cooperator. In either case, the agent defects and 
gets 4 utility. Alternatively, the agent could mistakenly identify the opponent as an FDT agent 
(5% chance), and decide to cooperate, receiving 1 utility.  
There is a 1/3 chance that the agent runs into a Cooperator. The agent has a 95% chance of 
identifying the opponent as a Cooperator or Defector and deciding to defect, receiving 10 
utility. The agent also has a 5% chance of mistakenly identifying the opponent as an FDT 
agent and cooperating, receiving 7 utility.  
Finally, there is a 1/3 chance the agent runs into another FDT opponent. There is an 81% 
chance that both agents receive the correct signal and both cooperate, receiving 7 utility each. 
There is a 9% chance the agent receives the incorrect signal and defects, while the opponent 
receives the correct signal and cooperates, resulting in 10 utility for the agent. There is a 9% 
chance of the reverse, resulting in 1 utility for the agent. Finally, there is a 1% chance that 
both agents receive the incorrect signal and defect, resulting in 4 utility each. Summing all 
these together results in an expected utility of 6.8. 
The corresponding equations for CDT and Cooperators are: 
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+ 1
3 (0.81(7) + 0.09(10) + 0.09(1) + 0.01(4)) = 6.8
EU(FDT (x)) = 13 (0.95(4) + 0.05(1)) +
1
3 (0.95(10) + 0.05(7))
Overall, then, our FDT agent has the highest expected utility. It gains this advantage from its 
willingness to cooperate when prudent, its observation of its environment, and its understand-
ing of determinism and counterfactuals. We should thereby expect FDT to spread in this pop-
ulation. This is only a specific case, however. Does it hold in general? And what happens as 
we update the population? 
The general parameters for this set up are the initial proportions of each agent, the payoffs of 
the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and the strength of the signal. The FDT algorithm is certainly de-
pendent on these, so it will not invariably output “defect given signal 1 or 2, and cooperate 
given signal 3”. If the signal is too weak to identify FDT agents reliably, or if the negative 
payoff from losing is too high, then FDT will defect even given signal 3. 
Notice, however, that FDT only ever chooses to cooperate if the expected utility of doing so 
is higher than defecting. This is what defines its algorithm. So whenever the parameters are 
such that ever choosing to cooperate would be a bad strategy, FDT ceases to do it, and instead 
behaves indistinguishably from a Defector/CDT agent. FDT can only ever do better than 
CDT, never worse. We could say FDT dominates CDT in this set up. 
Fully solving and displaying the results of this dynamical system would be challenging. To 
tackle this problem, we will have a computer do the work instead. With a relatively simple 
Java program, we can model this problem in the manner described in the introduction to our 
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EU(CDT (x)) = 13 (4) +
1
3
(10) + 1
3 (0.95(4) + 0.05(10)) = 6.1
EU(COOP(x)) = 13 (1) +
1
3
(7) + 1
3 (0.95(1) + 0.05(7)) = 3.1
evolutionary environment. To empirically demonstrate the behavior of FDT, we test it with 
several different initial conditions. We will use a birth/death rate of 1% and a mutation rate of 
0.1% throughout all of our evolutionary games. 
To start off, we use the parameters from our example problem above and see what happens 
beyond just the first generation. The simulation is run on a population of 10,000 agents over 
750 generations. In each generation, agents are randomly paired 100 times and face-off in a 
Prisoner’s Dilemma as described. Their scores are saved and summed, and the population is 
repopulated at the end of each generation as previously described. Here is the population after 
certain generations: 
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33%
Coop
33%
CDT
33%
G50
FDT
44%
Coop
18%
CDT
38%
G150
FDT
63% Coop2%
CDT
35%
G300
FDT
81%
Coop
1%
CDT
19%
G500
FDT
92%
Coop
1%
CDT
8%
G750
FDT
95%
Coop
1%
CDT
4%
The conditions chosen may seem to unfairly skew in favor of FDT, however. We can try a 
few ways to change this: weaken the signal, vary the payoffs, and change the initial popula-
tion. Let us look at each of these cases. 
Obviously, we can set the signal below any useful value. If !  < 0.5, it means little. Instead, let 
us set !  around 0.5 and higher to see what happens. Each run here was for 2000 generations. 
For !  = 0.6 and below, the signal is not strong enough for FDT to see cooperating as ever 
beneficial, so it always defects, and thereby spreads in the population at the same rate as 
CDT. Right around !  = 0.65 is a strong enough signal for FDT to eventually gain dominance. 
The exact signal strength necessary is of course an artifact of the selected parameters. 
Resetting our parameters, we can now vary the payoffs. To see how FDT generalizes to vari-
ous payoffs, we can try randomly setting the payoffs, subject to the constraint that they still 
constitute a Prisoner’s Dilemma. We will set the payoffs to be random integers from 1 to 
1000. We do this six separate times to test different payoff combinations. Each run below is 
presented at the end of 1000 generations. 
p
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p
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p = 0.5
FDT
51%
Coop
1%
CDT
48%
p = 0.6
FDT
48%
Coop
1%
CDT
51%
p = 0.65
FDT
85%
Coop
1%CDT13%
These were our very first six runs, so FDT seems to generalize very well on random payoffs. 
Finally, we will reset our parameters and try to give CDT a big advantage: boost its initial 
population size. CDT will start off dominant, making it especially difficult for FDT agents to 
ever find other FDT agents. We will run this for 1500 generations and take a look every 300. 
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This clearly took longer, but FDT still dominates in the end. The takeaway here seems to be 
that CDT is vulnerable to invasion, while FDT is not. Indeed, setting the mutation rate to zero 
removes the effect, and the ratio remains around 9:1. But with mutations, FDT can invade the 
CDT majority. Right around when the two populations are equal is when FDT agents start 
cooperating with each other and pushing toward totality. 
All this seems to verify what we would expect from the math and theory. FDT never under-
performs CDT, FDT is invulnerable to invasion while CDT is not, and FDT in general tends 
to dominate in the environment. FDT is surprisingly robust to adverse conditions. The only 
necessary assumptions are that the agents have a modestly-above-chance ability to read each 
other, and that FDT agents acknowledge that their decisions come from the same decision 
function. Both of these are open to the CDT agent as well. They know just as well as FDT 
what the probabilities are for their opponent’s type, they simply ignore the correlation be-
tween their decision algorithm and their twins’, leading to their failure. 
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3.2 Transparent Newcomb Problem 
We have already covered Newcomb’s Problem, but now we modify it slightly. Instead of the 
predictor presenting the agent with one opaque box and one transparent box, both boxes are 
now transparent. Box A always contains $1,000, and Box B contains $1,000,000 if and only 
if the predictor believes the agent would take just Box B upon seeing both boxes full. Other-
wise Box B is empty. This is the Transparent Newcomb Problem. 
If a given agent encounters this game and is presented with two full boxes, should it take 
both, or just the $1,000,000? The only change from the original Newcomb’s Problem is that 
the agent now gets to see the prediction of the predictor before the agent makes their final 
choice. This may sound familiar, because that is also the only difference between Newcomb’s 
Problem and Parfit’s Hitchhiker. 
The two games are in fact equivalent. When the agent sees both boxes full, it is in the same 
scenario as the agent who has made it to town. Both seem to have a guaranteed value of 
$1,000,000 and must simply choose between losing or keeping $1,000. The problem has the 
same graphical structure as that of Figures 1.4.5 - 1.4.7. 
Therefore, FDT will one-box and CDT will two-box, since these are analogous to paying up 
and refusing to pay, respectively. We take CDT’s behavior to be obvious, but FDT’s choice 
may still seem strange. The agent can see the $1,000 sitting in the box, so why would it leave 
it there?  
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FDT’s reasoning is the same as before, assuming the predictor is reasonably accurate. When 
it imagines two-boxing, it imagines the prediction of the predictor changing, leaving the 
agent with just $1,000. Being able to see into the box does not change this. 
In fact, although FDT’s behavior may seem stranger here, it actually performs better than in 
Newcomb’s Problem. This is because the agent will no longer ever end up with nothing. If 
the predictor ever makes the wrong prediction, the agent will see Box B empty, and can 
freely choose to take the $1,000. The predictor’s prediction here is only dependent on what 
the agent would do if it saw both boxes full. As we would hope from an optimal theory of 
rationality, FDT performs better when it has more information. 
Leaving the $1,000 behind may still feel intuitively wrong. But we would rather see the issue 
settled empirically than by philosophical argument. We therefore make our next evolutionary 
environment to model the Transparent Newcomb Problem and see which agents perform bet-
ter in general. Since they are equivalent, the reader may imagine this model representing 
Parfit’s Hitchhiker. This could be beneficial if that game seems more realistic. 
We have essentially solved a specific case of this game previously, so let us set up the prob-
lem generally. We have something similar to our signal strength before, which is now the ac-
curacy of the predictor. The predictor knows with probability !  what action the given agent 
will choose. Agents give off this signal to the predictor before making their choice. We also 
have the payoffs of Box A and Box B as parameters. B is clearly meant to be greater than A, 
but we may vary by how much. We will call these the High and Low rewards for now.What 
p
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does FDT do in general? If the agent sees only Box A full, it will take it and receive the Low 
reward. If it sees both boxes full, its behavior depends on the value of ! , High, and Low.  
Typically, if !  is better than chance (above 0.5) and High and Low are reasonably far apart, 
FDT will one-box. Therefore, FDT’s expected utility is either !  or 
! , whichever is higher. CDT, on the other hand, always 
two-boxes. The predictor anticipates this with probability ! , in which case it leaves Box B 
empty. Otherwise , i t f i l l s both boxes . CDT's expected u t i l i ty i s then 
! . 
If !  > ! , then FDT will have a 
higher expected utility than CDT, perform better in general, and spread throughout the popu-
lation. Otherwise, both will perform equally well. 
Starting with a population of 3,000 agents, evenly split between CDT and FDT, we run this 
simulation for 100 generations, with 100 rounds in each generation. Here, agents are not 
paired off. Rather, each will enter the Transparent Newcomb Problem against a predictor. The 
p
p
p ⋅ High + (1 − p) ⋅ Low
(1 − p) ⋅ (High + Low) + p ⋅ Low
p
(1 − p) ⋅ (High + Low) + p ⋅ Low
p ⋅ High + (1 − p) ⋅ Low (1 − p) ⋅ (High + Low) + p ⋅ Low
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Figure 3.2.1 Taking do(FDT(x) = “One-Box”) as given, the predictor will antici-
pate this with probability ! , in which case they fill both boxes, and 
FDT receives High. Otherwise, the predictor makes an error and 
leaves Box B empty, in which case FDT takes Low, for an expected 
utility of ! . 
Taking do(FDT(x) = “Two-Box”) as given, the predictor will antici-
pate this with probability ! , in which case they leave Box B empty, 
and FDT is left with Low.  Otherwise, the predictor makes an error 
and fills Box B, in which case FDT receives High + Low, for an ex-
pected utility of ! .
p
p ⋅ High + (1 − p) ⋅ Low
p
(1 − p) ⋅ (High + Low) + p ⋅ Low
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high reward is 10,000, the low reward is 1,000, and the predictor has 99% accuracy. Agents 
are reproduced based on how they perform over the 100 rounds each generation. Here is one 
run after after 100 generations. 
FDT’s convergence is so fast that even initially setting CDT to be 100% of the population 
does not affect where the population is 200 generations later. How general is FDT’s strength 
on this problem? Supporters of causal decision theory sometimes say that two-boxing only 
makes sense if the predictor has perfect accuracy. This makes little sense in our utility equa-
tion. In this simulation, the only assumptions are that the predictor’s claimed abilities are ac-
curate, and that CDT considers all predictions made about it in the past to be causally inde-
pendent of its current behavior. How robust is FDT’s success in this environment to changes 
in the parameters? 
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Generation 0
FDT
50%
CDT
50%
Generation 20
FDT
65%
CDT
35%
Generation 40
FDT
79%
CDT
21%
Generation 60
FDT
90%
CDT
10%
Generation 80
FDT
97%
CDT
3%
Generation 100
FDT
99%
CDT
1%
We will randomize the payoffs with positive utility values from a uniform distribution from 1 
to 1,000,000. We ensure that the high reward is greater than the low reward. We allow a wide 
range of values, since this is normal in Newcomb’s Problem, and they are positive so that 
CDT is always tempted to two-box. We also randomize the prediction accuracy, uniformly 
selected to be greater than 0.5 and less than 1. Here, the only assumption is that the predic-
tor’s abilities are better than total random chance. Otherwise, the parameters are the same as 
before. Here are the first six separate runs at the end of 500 generations. 
For half of these, FDT quickly dominated the population. The lowest prediction accuracy for 
those was !  = 0.689. The closest the the utility values ever got was within about 58% of each 
other. 
p
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Randomized
FDT
53%
CDT
47%
Randomized
FDT
95%
CDT
6%
Randomized
FDT
96%
CDT
4%
Randomized
FDT
51%
CDT
49%
Randomized
FDT
96%
CDT
4%
Randomized
FDT
52%
CDT
48%
The point here is to stress the general applicability of Newcomb’s Problem (or Parfit’s Hitch-
hiker) to real-life situations. If people treat others modestly better for being trustworthy, and 
if people have modestly better-than-chance ability to assess the trustworthiness of others, 
then it pays to be cooperative. We in fact claim that this describes a good deal of human in-
teraction. 
3.3 Keynesian Beauty Contest 
Our final evolutionary game is a version of the Keynesian Beauty Contest. Imagine a contest 
in which entrants are asked to choose which model from a group is the most attractive. Those 
who guess correctly win a prize. But how do we know who picked “correctly"? Presumably 
based on what others also think is attractive. So we will say that whoever selects the most 
popular model (i.e., the model most selected by others in the same contest) will win a prize. 
A naive participant may simply select the model they find the most attractive. But is this ac-
tually the optimal strategy? Surely one should pick the model that they expect others to find 
attractive, not just the model they find personally attractive. But then, what if everyone else 
thought that as well? Then one should select the model that they expect everyone else will 
think the majority finds attractive… and so on. This is the Keynesian Beauty Contest (Keynes 
1936). 
There are many variants. We will explore the following. Participants are asked to select a real 
number from 0 to 100. They are trying to guess 2/3 of the average of all participants’ guesses. 
On the first pass, if one assumes the other guesses are random, then they would tend to aver-
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age around 50. So one should guess 2/3 of 50, 33.33 But if everyone realizes this, then the 
average guess will be 33.33, so one really ought to guess 22.22… and so on. What should a 
participant do? 
The equilibrium answer is typically taken to be 0. If all participants guess 0, none of them 
have any incentive to change their guess. And if the average is not 0, all participants have an 
incentive to guess lower than the average. This experiment has been done with human partic-
ipants. One was done through a Danish newspaper with 19,196 participants and a prize of 
approximately 5000 Danish kroner (approximately $550). The winning guess was 21.6, so 
the winner performed the 2/3 iteration about twice (Politiken 2005). 
It is interesting to note how closely functional decision theory follows common-sense reason-
ing on this problem. “But if I think that, they will think it too…”. This is FDT in a nutshell. 
Going back to the original beauty contest, imagine that there are three models, a redhead, a 
brunette, and a blonde. Perhaps the majority settles on the blonde, not because any of them 
find blondes particularly more attractive, but because they all know blonde is often culturally 
portrayed as the most attractive hair color. 
Under the lens of FDT, we could say that the participants share a culture that influences their 
decisions, and they all have common knowledge of that culture. Therefore if one participant 
remembers that blondes are often portrayed as the most attractive, they can bet on others re-
membering it too. Their remembering it does not cause others to remember it; it is simply a 
logical inference. 
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Now CDT could perhaps manage this by analyzing the entire culture and causally reasoning 
out the most likely choice of the other participants. But that is a much more difficult task, and 
it does not seem to be what most people do. What occurs first is their own thoughts, then the 
inference that others probably thought it as well. This chain of events is set off by their own 
thoughts, not by prior reasoning about the culture. Further, CDT’s attempt here only works if 
it assumes other agents are selecting based on their cultural backgrounds. If all of them are 
using CDT, it gets them nowhere, since CDT treats its own actions as independent of its 
copies’. CDT does not provide a clear solution to these kinds of problems. 
For the case of the 2/3 guessing game, common-sense reasoning also follows FDT’s logic, 
which could be something like the following. If the given agent guesses 33.33, that is 2/3 of 
the average of random guesses. But other participants probably will not guess randomly, they 
will realize what the agent realized and guess 33.33. So the agent could guess 2/3 of that, 
22.22. But what if the others think of that too? Then the agent should guess 14.81. If things 
keep going like this, they should simply guess 0.  
But will the others really think that many levels deep? Given what level the agent thinks at, 
what level should they expect others to think at? Maybe if the agent guesses 0, they could 
expect a few others to guess 0 as well, but not everybody. Only a few people will match their 
thinking exactly. Others will be more dissimilar. If the agent knew how similar or different 
everyone else will think from themself, they might be able to make a good guess. The agent 
wants to know how the decision functions of the other participants are correlated with their 
own. 
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CDT cannot infer from its own level of thinking what levels of thinking are likely to occur to 
others, even if they are using the same or a similar decision process. Or at the very least, it 
considers the final actions of others to be independent of its own. So if one CDT agent settles 
on thinking two levels deep, it cannot infer anything about how many levels deep other CDT 
agents will choose to think. Which makes it difficult to determine what guess to make, even if 
they know how similar the other agents are to themself. Human reasoning seems to follow 
FDT more closely than CDT here. 
If we set this up in an evolutionary environment, we can have the interesting quality that the 
population itself will be the environment in which the agents are playing. That is, the game is 
meant to be played in a population of agents of various types, so we will have that population 
be the group of repopulating agents itself. 
We will have three types of agents, Random, CDT, and FDT. Random agents simply select a 
uniform random value from 0 to 100. A CDT agent knows the rates of Random, CDT, and 
FDT agents in the population. They can reason out what Random and FDT agents will do. 
But a CDT agent assumes its guess is independent of the guesses of all the other agents, in-
cluding other CDT agents. There is no clear way for CDT to predict the actions of other CDT 
agents without simply executing their decision algorithm. And once a CDT agents has done 
this, it considers the result it gets to be independent of the results of other CDT agents. A 
CDT agent believes it can vary its own action while the actions of other CDT agents remain 
constant. We will therefore have our CDT agents be agnostic about the other CDT agents’ 
actions, and only use the Random and FDT agents to predict the average. 
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An FDT agent knows the rates of Random, CDT, and FDT agents in the population. They can 
reason out what Random and CDT agents will do, and when they execute their own decision 
algorithm, they will assume that all other FDT agents will come to the same conclusion. They 
will then factor this into their guess, and settle on the guess that is consistent assuming that 
all other FDT agents make the same guess. Since we really will design our FDT agents like 
this, the assumption is valid. 
The utility earned by agents in this game will be the inverse of their error, to maintain posi-
tive  utility values for the ease of reproducing agents proportional to their earned utility. That 
is, ! . We cap this value at 1000, so an error of 0.001 
or lower is treated as perfect, and we keep the utility values bounded. The largest possible 
error is 100, so the utility values range from [0.01, 1000]. 
Let us take a look at what round one would look like. Assuming we have a population with 
1/3 Random, 1/3 CDT, and 1/3 FDT, what would we expect to happen? 
CDT wants to guess 2/3 of the weighted average of the guesses of Random and FDT. Since 
Random and FDT are initially equal in the population, and assuming that Random’s average 
guess is 50, we have: 
FDT wants to guess 2/3 of the average of the guesses of Random, CDT, and FDT. We have: 
U(Guess) = 1 ÷ |2/3 ⋅ Avg − Guess |
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CDT (x) = 2
3 (
1
2
⋅ 50 + 1
2
⋅ FDT (x)) .
FDT (x) = 2
3 (
1
3
⋅ 50 + 1
3
⋅ CDT (x) + 1
3
⋅ FDT (x)) .
We have two equations with two unknowns, which can be solved simultaneously without 
much trouble to get CDT(x) = 23.68 and FDT(x) = 21.05. In the previous games of the Pris-
oners Dilemma and Newcomb’s Problem, CDT and FDT could often output the same answer. 
Here we see that this is very unlikely.  
The lesson is, even when FDT might seem unimportant since it outputs the same action as 
CDT, it is often calculating a different expected utility under the hood. Once we shift to a 
game with a continuous action, we can see this immediately. The only question left to be 
asked is if FDT performs better than CDT in this scenario. If FDT performs better in general, 
then this differently expected utility calculation could be said to be a more accurate expected 
utility, which FDT is calculating in general. 
On this first round, the average guess will be !  Two-
thirds of this is 21.05, so FDT is precisely on target, and will perform the best.  
Let us put our final evolutionary environment into practice. We will set our population at 
10,000 agents, evenly split between each type, allowing a nice distribution of random num-
bers. We run the simulation for 100 rounds. Here is one run over 50 generations. 
1
3
⋅ 50 + 1
3
⋅ 23.68 + 1
3
⋅ 21.05 = 31.58.
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Generation 10
FDT
42%
Random
27%
CDT
31%
Generation 20
FDT
52%
Random
19%
CDT
29%
Generation 0
FDT
33%
Random
33%
CDT
33%
We have no payoffs to vary here, nor do we have a correlation value to vary. The only signifi-
cant thing we can vary are the initial population rates. So let us take a look at that. We initial-
ize CDT to be 80% of the population, while Random and FDT make up 10% each. We run 
this setup for 750 generations. Otherwise the parameters are the same. 
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Generation 30
FDT
61%
Random
13%
CDT
25%
Generation 40
FDT
71%
Random
6%
CDT
23%
Generation 50
FDT
78%
CDT
22%
Generation 50
FDT
52%
CDT
48%
Generation 150
FDT
66%
CDT
34%
Generation 300
FDT
72%
CDT
28%
Generation 500
FDT
75%
CDT
25%
Generation 750
FDT
78%
CDT
22%
Generation 0FDT
10%
Random
10%
CDT
80%
FDT appears to converge to exactly the same stopping point as before. There is little change 
after this point on both simulations. 78%/22% seems to be the natural stopping point for FDT 
and CDT in this game.  
Part of this is because, when all the Random agents are gone, CDT attempts to guess 2/3 of 
the average of just the FDT agents, which is then the same as what FDT is doing, so they all 
guess 0, and FDT loses its advantage.  
On the other hand, small mutations allow FDT to push higher when Random agents do crop 
up. Further, when FDT is very high in the population, they may be the main victims of muta-
tion. These factors all seem to balance out at the given ratio. Only by removing all Random 
agents and mutation do CDT and FDT become evenly matched. 
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4 - Conclusions 
4.1 Improving Upon This Research 
Some improvements upon this research could certainly be made. A more refined construction 
of the Prisoner’s Dilemma would have FDT agents perform the same action when they are in 
the same epistemic state, rather than when they receive the same signal. For instance, in our 
set up, we see the peculiar behavior that even when the population is 100% FDT, agents will 
still cooperate when they receive the signal that their opponent is FDT, and defect otherwise, 
even though in both cases they are still 100% certain that their opponent is an FDT agent. Re-
ally we would like agents who arrived at the same probability estimate in different ways to 
still output the same decision, but this is beyond the scope of our simple construction, which 
still demonstrates the main point. 
In the Keynesian Beauty Contest, the behavior of CDT agents is perhaps rather shallow, as it 
is not really allowed to turn its causal modeling onto other CDT agents. Just because CDT 
agents assume that their behavior is independent of other CDT agents does not mean they 
cannot still model each other. It does seem, though, that however such modeling would work, 
it should include aggregating behavior from many agents, as we do. The best CDT agents 
could do here would be to assume that their behaviors are not independent, since they are not. 
Short of this, we expect CDT’s model to be imperfect, so our heuristic is simply an approxi-
mation technique.  
This approximation in fact helps CDT on at least some part of the game. In the final stage, 
when all Random agents have been eliminated, both CDT and FDT guess zero thereafter. 
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This is because CDT agents now make their predictions based only on FDT agents. Before 
this point, FDT is outperforming CDT, but at this point, they perform equally. If CDT agents 
actually followed a specific causal model of other CDT agents, we would expect this model 
to be imperfect, and FDT agents would continue to outperform them forever. Still, perhaps 
some more accurate heuristic could be used. 
4.2 Further Research 
The main longstanding open area of research in functional decision theory is how to construct 
logical diagrams from data in the first place. While computer scientist Judea Pearl has devel-
oped methods to construct causal diagrams from data, we currently have no known process to 
perform the analogous task for detecting logical connections among data. Can we see any 
path forward for this? 
Here is a possibly related question: why do neural networks outperform causal networks? In 
machine learning, neural networks are trained on data to automatically establish weights and 
connections amongst input data to produce desired outputs. Causal networks are meant to 
perform a similar task, taking in data, feeding it through the weights and connections of the 
network, and outputting a desired action. However, causal networks are usually more hand-
made. If causal connections are so important to understanding the world, why do neural net-
works perform so much better? 
Obviously neural networks have the advantage of automatically finding and exploiting con-
nections that human programmers are not aware of. But we might expect some of these con-
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nections to be rather spurious, more correlation than causation. One might call them eviden-
tial connections. For example, a neural network trained to identify pictures of dumbbells end-
ed up thinking dumbbells had arms attached to them (Mordvintsev et al. 2015).  
Neural networks end up forming a graph with vast numbers of variables connected in patterns 
that certainly do not form a true causal model of the world, and yet may be highly effective 
anyway. 
If these connections could be pared down to strictly causal connections, we might expect 
even higher performance. Similarly, if we could make a neural network that automatically 
finds causal connections, the process may be able to find logical connections as well. That is, 
the neural network may be able to identify that some variables are dependent on a common 
decision function. The distillation of neural networks in ways like this is an active area of re-
search in interpretable AI. 
4.3 Philosophical Implications 
How is this work relevant to the real world? Obviously there is much discussion of AI here. 
We are seeking the ideal theory of rationality, which would likely be useful in the construc-
tion of a machine that we wish to make intelligent decisions. If we do end up in a world with 
general AI, many of the issues of predictability and correlation of decision algorithms be-
come especially relevant. 
If an AI’s source code can be accessed by a human or another AI, then their decision process 
could truly be highly transparent, and we have reason to believe that an AI using only classi-
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cal, causal reasoning would not perform well in this environment. The same holds for the 
possibility of AIs that really are copies of each other acting in the real world, or for AIs run-
ning similar software: they should be aware of their logical connections. 
But is this research only relevant to a potential science-fiction future, or does it also have rel-
evance for human decision making? We have tried to give plausible examples that imply that 
if humans are modestly transparent in their decisions, and humans’ decisions are modestly 
correlated, then functional decision theory becomes relevant. We attempted to show that even 
if these correlations are not decision-relevant, they are frequently utility-relevant. One could 
then plausibly argue that this reasoning is relevant to nearly all human decisions. 
One interesting implication of functional decision theory is that it seems worth spreading. 
The more people know it, the more we can trust that people are reasoning alike, and the better 
we can all perform. The same does not appear to be true of spreading traditional, causal deci-
sion theory. Many claim that studying economics and game theory makes people behave 
more selfishly (Gerlack 2017). 
It seems to be harder to cooperate and behave pro-socially when one knows about game theo-
ry, and this can leave everyone worse off. But the more people that follow functional decision 
theory, the better off everyone appears to be. One would want their friends to know about the 
ideal theory of rationality, so that one could trust and rely on them. 
As a final case study of a specific human-relevant problem, take voting. Causally speaking, 
the odds of your vote in an election making a difference is quite low. When a CDT agent 
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imagines voting or not voting, it imagines all other votes remaining stable. Thus the utility of 
voting may seem quite low, and may not be worth the effort it takes to do so. Causal decision 
theory therefore rates virtually all votes as essentially pointless. But how can this be true, 
when we know that all the votes aggregate to something significant? 
What does common sense say about voting? People commonly counter the argument above 
by saying “If everyone thought like that, then nobody would vote!” Functional decision theo-
ry aligns with this counterargument. When an FDT agent imagines voting or not voting, it 
counterfactually imagines that other voters shift along with it. The more similar these other 
voters are to the agent, the more likely they are to shift as well. By choosing to not vote, the 
agent has made it so that the agents most similar to itself are the least likely to vote, logically 
speaking.  
This seems very counterproductive. If one wants their ideas to be represented, then ensuring 
that others with the most similar ideas do not vote is disastrous! Functional decision theory 
can therefore give a straightforward, rational reason to vote, assuming one wants others who 
share their ideas to vote as well. 
We hope all this gives an idea of the applicability and importance of FDT. We believe it to be 
superior to CDT in real, human problems, as well as future problems related to artificial intel-
ligence. We also believe it is closer to the ideal theory of rationality than CDT is, and is there-
fore a better model from which to build or think about an AI. How to do this in practice is, of 
course, yet to be determined. 
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